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Limits on the dimension of the isometry group of a topological metric space 
homeomorphic to an n-dimensional manifold are given. Under suitable smoothness 
conditions the bound is n(n t 1)/2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the isometry group of a Riemannian n-dimensional 
manifold is of limited size since its dimension is less than n(n + 1)/2. The 
natural question arises whether there are similar limitations when considering 
isometries of a topological metric space which is homeomorphic to a 
manifold. This question was posed by S. Ulam [4] with application to R” in 
mind. We would like to answer this question in the case when the isometry 
group is a Lie group acting by analytic transformations. We again find the 
same bound of n(n + 1)/2 on the dimension. 
The assumptions of smoothness, while not being entirely unnatural, are 
annoying in that they seem to be stronger than really necessary. For example 
if one assumes the group G’s action is transitive then G need be only locally 
compact and act by C’ transformations. This assumption is enough to insure 
that G is a real analytic Lie group (see [2, p. 2081). Of course, G need not 
act by analytic transformations on M with the given manifold structure, but 
since M is a homogeneous space it will have a possibly different smooth 
structure induced by the smooth structure on G modulo its isotropy 
subgroup which will make G act by analytic transformations. The tran- 
sitivity assumption is needed since there is an S’ action on R4 which is not 
differentiable in any smooth structure [ 11. Thus not every action by a Lie 
group can be smoothed. In fact this gives an example of an unsmoothable 
action of a compact isometry group on a compact space. R4 may be 
replaced by S4 by letting co be a fixed point for S’. An invariant metric may 
be found by integrating any metric over S’. Another relevant observation is 
that the case in which M is compact is considerably easier to deal with. This 
is illustrated by the result given below. ( 
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THEOREM. Let M be a compact manifold with a metric d that induces the 
metric topology. Let G = { f: M + M/d(f (m), f (ml)) = d(m, ml) m, m’ E M}. 
Give G the compact open topology. If G has locally connected orbits then G 
is a compact Lie group and satisfies dim G < n(n + 1)/2. 
ProoJ Since M is manifold G acts continuously on M as a topological 
group. Also G acts equicontinuously in the metric d. Since M is compact the 
Ascoli theorem (see, for example (3, p. 1791) says that any sequence f, E G 
has a subsequence which converges pointwise to a function f. It is easy to 
see f is an isometry using the continuity of d. Since f, converges uniformly to 
f on any compact subset of M, we have that f,, converges to f in the compact 
open topology. Thus G is compact. Then G is a C” Lie group using 
[2, p. 2441. Using the theorem in [2, p. 2461 for the identity componant of G, 
the result follows. 
This theorem is more satisfactory than Theorem 2 in so far as it talks 
about “the” isometry group of d with no smoothness assumptions on this 
group, other than perhaps that it should be locally connected. Unfortunately 
when M is a noncompact space such as R” it appears more regularity is 
necessary to get a handle on the orbit structure. 
In Section 2 we explain the ideas of the proof of the main 
result-Theorem 2. We then execute the ideas in a series of lemmas and 
finally give the proof of the theorem. 
2. LIMITATIONS ON THE SIZE OF AN ISOMETRY GROUP 
Here we establish a bound on the size of an isometry group of a metric 
space which is a manifold. This result is precisely stated in Theorem 3. The 
proof is rather technical. However, the ideas used are quite simple and 
natural. The main idea is to reduce the action to a orbit and then use 
induction on the dimension of the manifold. The main problem is that an 
effective group action on a manifold may not be effective on all orbits. Thus 
we must first find orbits upon which elements of isometry groups act effec- 
tively. In fact this is the case for orbits of maximal dimension, at least for 
group elements close to the identity. The idea of the proof is as follows. 
Fixing a point m, E M there is a set of group elements V corresponding in a 
smooth one to one fashion with points in some neighborhood of the orbit 
ofm,. From Corollary 6 we can see that points with orbits of a certain 
dimension or larger form an open set. Thus points with orbits of maximal 
dimension form an open set. This means locally the same set V will locally 
span all orbits of points close to mO since V will span submanifolds of the 
same dimension as the orbit through m, (see Lemma 5). Now let g fix every 
point on m,‘s orbit, but not fix every point in M (i.e., g# 1). g must move 
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some point nearby m, since g acts as an analytic function. The action of g 
on this point may be replaced by that of some g, in V if g is close to 1 
because V locally spans all nearby orbits (Lemma 4). Since g fixes the orbit 
of m, and g, acts likeg, the metric preserving property shows that g,” can 
move m, only a limited distance from m, (proof of Lemma 9). Since G is a 
Lie group, by picking g, in a small enough neighborhood of 1, one can pick 
n so that gl is very close to a desired distance from 1 (Lemma 4). Since 
elements of the generating set locally correspond to members of an orbit, 
insuring g,” is the right distance from 1 will ensure that g:m,, will be far from 
m, (Lemma 8). This gives the desired contradiction. With this fact the 
theorem may be easily shown. G itself may have an n-dimensional orbit so 
induction cannot be applied. However, G,“, the isotropy subgroup at m,, 
should have its orbits all of dimension less than n because it has one orbit of 
dimension less than n, namely, m,. If G’s orbits were closed this would be 
obvious since any n-dimensional orbit would have to be both open and 
closed and thus all of M. However, isometry groups need not have closed 
orbits. An example of this translation by a vector in RZ of an irrational slope 
acting on the two torus. However, n-dimensional orbits of an isometry group 
action must be closed (Lemma 3) which is enough to show G,() acts on a 
lower dimensional orbit. Then induction is applied to G,,, which gives the 
result (see proof of theorem at the end of the paper). 
We now state the notation and lemmas needed to precisely execute these 
ideas. 
Notation. (a) G is a Lie group that acts by analytic transformations on 
a connected manifold M. All groups, manifolds, and actions are smooth. 
(b) T,(X) is the tangent space of the manifold X at the point x E X. 1 
is the identity of G and T,(G) is the Lie algebra of G. 
(c) p: = ( gm/g E G} is the G orbit through m. F, is used when the 
group is clear. 
Cd) G,={g/gm=m,gEGJ is the isotropy subgroup. GO, is the 
identity componant of G,. 
1. DEFINITION. Let d: M x it4 + M be a metric on M which induces the 
manifold topology on M. G is said to be an isometry group of (M, d) if 
(a> d(gm, gm’) = 4 m,m’)gEG, m,m’EM, 
(b) G acts effectively, i.e., if g E G such that gm = m for all m E A4 
then g= 1. 
We now give the result of this paper. 
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2. THEOREM. Let G be an isometry group of (M, d). M is connected and 
dim M = n. Then 
dimG<n(n: ‘). 
We will prove the theorem after we establish several lemmas. 
3. LEMMA. Let G be an isometry group of (M, d), M connected. If 
dim(/“m) = dim(M) then /“, = M. 
ProoJ If dim(Pm) = dim M then /“, is open in M since it is a 
submanifold of M. Since M is connected it is enough to show F;, is closed. 
Let m’ E Pm. There is a sequence mi E P, such that lim,,,l mi = m. Since 
mi E P, there is a sequence gi such that m, = g,m. 
d(m,, m’) = d(g, m, m’) = d(m, g,:‘m’) 
so that limi,cu gi ‘m’ = m since lim,,,, d(m,, m’) = 0. This means m E y,,,, . 
Since m E P, open we have Pm n F,,,, # 0. Thus F,,, = F,,, and m’ E F,,, as 
desired. 
4. LEMMA. Let V be a vector space over R. Let U, be a neighborhood of 
0 in V. There is a neighborhood U, of 0 in V such that U, c U,,, U, = -U, 
andfor each v E U, there is a positive integer n such that nv 6? U, , nv E U,. 
ProojI Define B, = {v E V/lvj < E}. If E is such that B,c U, let U, = 
B E,Z. Clearly -U, = U, and U, c U,. Given any v E U, there is an n such 
that nv b? U, since U, is bounded. Let n, be the least such positive n. 1 n,, v / < 
I(n,-l)vl+I(n,--l)vl<e/2+&/2=s implies n,vEB,cU,. Noticen,< 
2n, - 2 since n, # 1 as v E U,. This shows the lemma. 
5. LEMMA. Let V be a vector subspace of T,(G) such that V @ T,(G,J = 
T,(G). There are neighborhoods U, of 0 in V and U, of m, in M together 
with a submanifold T of M with m, E T such that 
4: U, x T-, U, 
given by @(v, m) = (exp vjm is a d@eomorphism. 
ProoJ Let W be such that 
and let T’ be a submanifold containing m, with TmO(T’) = W. Define 4: V X 
T’ + M by #(v, m) = (exp vjm. Q is smooth. Let L = D4(0,moj. We will show 
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that L is onto. Since #(O, m) = m we have L(T,,,,O,(T’)) = T,,,O(T’) = W. 
Moreover L(TCO,,O, I’) = T,,,JP,,) by the choice of I’ complimentary to 
T,(G,,J. Since W@ r,JPQ = T,JG), L is onto. This means L is an 
isomorphism since dim( V x Y) = dim M. By the implicit function theorem 
there is a neighborhood U of (0, m,) in VX T’ such that d lU is a 
diffeomorphism onto the open set 4(u). There is a T open in T’ and U, open 
in V such that (0, m,) E U, x Tc U. Let U, = #(U,, X T). $ Iu,,x7. is a 
diffeomorphism onto U, so the lemma is complete. 
The following corollaries of the last lemma are not needed in the proof of 
the theorem, but are of interest to point out. 
6. COROLLARY. For any smooth G action on M the sets Si = 
(m/dim(/“,) > j) are open. 
Proof: For each #(v, m) E U, the map #m: V+ %(,.,,,, given by Qi,,,v = 
4(t), m) is one to one. Thus dim F&,,,mj > dim V = dim pm,,. So if m, E Si 
then m E Sj for each m E U, which means .Sj is open. 
I. COROLLARY. (a) Ifm’Epm then dimPm,<dim/“,. 
(b) If G acts as an isometry group on (M, d) then m’ E /“, means 
dim(/‘,,) = dim(Pm). 
Proof. If m’ E Pm then dim(P;,,) = j implies S, f7zm # 0. This means 
dim(r,) > j giving (a). (b) follows from the fact m’ E /t,means m E F,,,, for 
an isometry action as shown in Lemma 3. 
8. LEMMA. Let m,EM and w E T,(G), w # 0, such that 
(exp tw)m,, = m, for all t. Let f”,,, be an orbit of maximal dimension. Let V. 
U,. Ii, be as specified in Lemma 5. Let U c U, be a neighborhood of m,. Let 
U, be speciJied by Lemma 4. There is a m E U, v E U, and t E R such that 
(exp tw)m = (exp(-v))m f m 
and (exp(-v)m E U. 
Proof. Since G acts by real analytic function there is an m E U such that 
(exp t, w)m # m (otherwise exp tow would fix the points of an open set and 
thus all the points in M. Since G’s action is effective then exp t, w = 1 for 
all t,. This implies w = 0). There is a t, such that (exp tw)m # m for all 0 < 
t < t, since the isotropy subgroup of the R action t. m’ = (exp tw)m’ is a 
closed subgroup which is not all of R (it does not contain t,). Let S = 
(t/(exp tw)m E $(U,, m)n U). S is open in R since the map f + 
(exp tw)m E Fj,, is a continuous map and both #(u, , m) and U n Pm are open 
in /T,. #(U, , m) is open since it is submanifold of U, as U, x m is a 
submanifold of CT, X T. Thus #(U, , m) = #(U, , m) n Pl, is a submanifold 
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of c”, . But dim@(U,, m)) = dim em,. Since Pm, has maximal dimension and 
dim(em) > dim(&J (see Corollary 6) we have dim(#(U, , m)) = dim(pA) so 
that Q(U, , m) is open p,. Now since 0 E S there is an E > 0 such that 
(-6, E) < S. Let t = min(tJ2, E}. Since 0 < t < t, we have m # (exp tw)m. 
Since t E S we have (exp tw)m E U and. 
(exp tw)m = (exp v’)m, v’ E u,. 
Let vz - v’ E -U, = U,. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
9. LEMMA. Let pm, be an orbit of maximal dimension where G acts as 
an isometry group on (M, d). Let w E T,(G) such that (exp tw)m = m for all 
m E pm, and all t E R. Then w = 0. 
Proof. Pick any linear space V such that V@ T,(GYo) = T,(G). Let (I, 
and U, be specified as in Lemma 5. Let U, be specified by Lemma 4. 
#(U, , T) is open since U, x T is open. Thus there is an cr > 0 such that 
Umo) = 4Vh 3 0. 
Here B,(m,) = (x E M/d(x, m,) < ar). Let U= B&m,) c U,. Apply 
Lemma 8 to find m E U, u E U, and t E R such that 
(exp tw)m = exp(--v)m # m, (exp(-v))m E U. 
Let (exp tw) = g and exp u = g,. We now find a bound on d(m,, gi m,). 
First we have for every x E pm, 
d(m, g,x) = d( go ‘m, x) = d( gm, x) = d(m, g- ‘x) = d(m, x), 
since gx = x for all x E Fm,. Thus 
d(m, gtq,) = d(m, go(g~-‘mo>> = d(m, gll-‘m,) = d(m, m,). 
The last equality is by induction on n. This gives 
d(m, , g,” m,) < d(m,, m) + d(m, g,” m,,) = 2d(m,, m) < a, 
since m E II,,,( Thus g,“m, E #(U,, T) for all n. This gives us a 
contradiction using Lemma 4. Let n be the integer specified in that lemma 
corresponding to v defined above. By the above (exp nv) m, = #(u’, m’) 
where u’ E U,, m’ E T. But nu E U, and m, E T so (exp nu) m, = #(nv, mO). 
Since d is one to one we have nu = u’ E U,. However, Lemma 4 states 
nv & U, giving the contradiction. 
We are now in the position to prove the theorem. Lemma 3 and Lemma 9 
make its proof easy. 
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Proof of Theorem. We use induction on n. When n = 0, M is a point and 
the only effective group action is by G = ( 1 }. Thus dim G = 0 as desired. 
Now suppose dim M = n > 0. Let m EM. We have dim G = dim (“;, + 
dim(Gk) < n + dim(GL). We now pick a GL orbit P,, of maximal 
dimension. We have dim P;, < n - 1 since if dim Fm, = n we would have 
F,, = M by Lemma 3. This is not possible since m’ is on orbit under Gi. 
Now since GO, still preserves the metric on Pi,, we have that GL 1 H acts as 
an isometry group on PA, where H= (g E GL 1 gm” = m” for all m” E /‘,,). 
Thus dim(Gk 1 H) < (n - l)n/2 by induction. However, H is discrete by 
Lemma 9. Thus dim(Gi 1 H) = dim(Gi) and we have 
dimG<n+ 
n(n - 1) (n + 1)n 
2 =- 
2 
as desired. 
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